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We envision a world where communities are marked by belonging for
persons with varied abilities.

Questions & Ownership

Should we?
How?
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“I’m the one who needs to
think about this!”
–worship leader attending
CICW’s Worship Symposium

Sensory Awareness and
Solutions
Church settings engage the senses and call for
sensitivity

Middle C
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Meaningful
inclusion is
all about
options

Stocking Equipment

Movement Frees Up
the Brain for Learning
A Guide to Fidgets and Wiggle Cushions
Wiggle seats, fidgets, and stretchy bands are ideal for classrooms and other places a quiet fidget is
needed to keep restless fingers busy, bodies relaxed, and minds focused! Silent fidgets can be very
helpful self-regulation tools during class or at home when homework needs to be completed. We’ve
put together this guide for fidgets in elementary, middle, and high school classrooms, as well as
church and ministry environments. We invite you to tweak the story on the following page as you
introduce fidgets to your class or group.
Wiggle Seats: Air filled cushions placed on a chair’s seat. Some bodies can stay still while
learning; others need movement. The movement may get energy out or wake up the body.
Fidgets: Small objects or toys that an individual can fidget with. Fidgets may distract some
people while others find them calming. It can allow individuals to get energy out with their
hands, leaving their brains free for learning.
Stretchy Bands: Stretchy elastic bands (similar to Theraband) tied to the front legs of a desk.
Some students need to burn energy by exercising their legs.
If You Want Children to Sit Still, You Have to Let them Move
Children need to move their bodies in order to be able to stay focused and learn. A good thing to
remember is that a nerve in the inner ear, called the vestibular nerve, serves to tell the body how
upright, aroused, and present to be in direct response to movement. The only way to activate the
vestibular nerve so that it can do its job is to move.
Normally, a small amount of movement, like a quick stretch and turn of the head, will make the nerve
fire and talk to the muscles. When children are fidgeting and finding it difficult to stay still, they are
unconsciously attempting to activate that nerve in the inner ear to improve their ability to sit up and
focus.
Are You in the “Just Right” State or in a “Sensory Needs” State?
When we are forced to sit still for long periods, we are either in one of two states: the “just right” state,
meaning that our bodies can support our ability to stay present by remaining effortlessly aroused and
upright; or in a “sensory needs” state, which means that we cannot attend because our bodies need
something to help our brains stay alert and ready to learn. The “just right” state doesn't last long
when we are forced to sit without moving, unless what is happening in the room is highly interesting
and engages our full attention. Attention spans in young children are quite short. Most of the time,
they require constant movement and novelty to stay engaged.
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Intergenerational
Worship

clcnetwork.org

Favorite
Fidgets
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Provide Schedules and Previews

Leaders are learning how to engage
worshipers of all ages.

Use of Technology
Technology: the great equalizer

Previews & Advanced Information
• Tour of the church
• People engaged in worship
• FAQ’s
• Pictures with persons with disabilities

Materials with Children
& Youth
in Mind
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Resources
were once
hard to
come by…

Cultural Context
Perceptions and practices are rooted in
cultural contexts.
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Questions

Dr. Rev.
LaTonya Penny

Connect with Us
clcnetwork.org/blog
/CLCNetwork
@CLCNetwork
/company/clc-network
/user/CLCNetworkorg
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